
The story so far - of the electrofornication of a gem** [get it? Ruby, Opal, 
Pearls....]

You'll remember (I hope) from previous.....[I'm fitting a fully electric drive and battery system into 
a 1933 Austin 7 RP..] and I ended the previous story......at last the whole drive system – motor, 
batteries, BMS, connections and wiring arrived. 

The 3 phase motor is HUGE.  I’ve put a cup & saucer on the case 
of the motor to give some perspective, and it weighs in at 46kilos!!!
But it does say “6Kw, 42 volt, 1500 revs” which I calculate to be 
around 8hp, so we are still working on an similar 7hp drive.   
Originally, I was shown what appeared to be a much smaller motor,
but we wished to recover as much power as possible during 
braking.   You can see, it’s likely to be a shoe-horning session, and 
as it was so heavy (46 Kilos) there was a delay whilst I imported a 
'1 ton' engine hoist.

It’s been emotional (joke) but so lengthy...Rain, the cold weather, 
the rain, busy, busy, work, work, bang, bang, and more rain….. 

Being SO big, it has forced a rethink as to where it
is now best to be mounted. I was originally
working on having it slung under the bodywork
between the chassis members - almost directly onto
the axle, but now I’m positioning it where the A7
engine and gearbox lay - on the ‘A’ frame front
chassis. I have had a flange made to fit the drive
shaft but I don't think the A7 prop' shaft will be as
good as an extended one to marry both Back axle
and motor flanges. A new prop' shaft will be made
by 'North West Prop-shafts'. 

During the delays (mostly down to weather and
time), I have spoken to the DVLA to enquire if the
engine swop would be simple. They have stated that “..as long as the electric power is not 'radical' it
would be a change from ICE to Electric of a similar power ratio.”... I asked... “Radical?????”   
“Yes”, she says, “I know you boys like to drag race 0 – 60 in seconds with these electric 
conversions”...  OMG, she is serious.  I explained that the wheels will be original 19”, spoked with 
thin tyres and that nothing else will change at all. A motor that is too powerful would simply rip the 
spokes and wheels apart.  I haven't changed the logbook data – yet.

Unlike some lovely Austin 7 people I have met [lol] I'm not blessed
with a workshop, fancy tools and much mechanical knowledge.  I've
had 14-15 Austin Sevens – mostly Ruby's – and I'm struggling with just
cutting tools, hand drills and my new 1 Ton Engine Hoist.........ho
hum!!!  Drilling and grinding in the street is so interesting to the
neighbours......;-)



The most important task which has been a worry, and has been
a huge delay - is the aluminium welding needed to make 
brackets to support the cylindrical motor.  It came with many 
mounting holes [16mm and 12mm] on the face and rear (I 
suspect this motor was once fitted into a Fork Lift Truck) but 
luckily it fits quite well where the A7 crank-case mounts are. 

I really am a very lucky guy...... I had organised two 1.5mm 
thin galvanised sheet metal garage door skins, and when I told 
the boss there what I was doing, he quickly volunteered to 
undertake the TIG, MIG, DIG? Welding – if I could make the 
component parts ready.  

So, just a few days ago - when the sun was actually in the Stockport sky......with no further a do, I 
strapped the big lug of a motor and the brackets onto the back of  'AGU'  (my not-so-trusted 1933 
Austin 10 rear picnic hamper bracket) and off we go to the welders........

WHAT?????  You didn't hear the story of the stable gaining 
TWO 1933 Austin 10's????...  OMG, that is a tall tale to be
told.   Don't get me wrong, the Austin 7 elctrofornication is
still under way, but I must interject with the reasons I now
have TWO 1933 Austins........ 

It all started when I was looking for spares on EBAY (for the
A7) when I noticed a photo of an Austin 10 being auctioned.
14 had made bids - and there was literally minutes to go.
The bids were ridiculously low (£2500) so I immediately
made my own bid... BUT was prompted “you are not the
highest bidder” (or something of that nature).  

You'll probably know better than me – how EBAY works, I'm a novice but I really wanted this car, 
so as far as I was aware, you can make a bid which is the most YOU are prepared to pay and the 
auction carries on through... BUT I waited until the last 5 seconds, I saw the price going up and up 
and at the very last second pressed the button for my highest offer. BOOM!!!!!! The car was mine.

Turns out, it truly was a 'Barn Find', but weirdly the log book was in the car? The tax disc was dated
“1973” but the car had not been driven or moved or touched - at all - for 46 years.....                         
I was elated, it LOOKED fabulous and was now awaiting my collection from Southport, Lancs.  

Within days, I met the vendor who was the actual 'finder'. My friend and I had a good look around 
the car – which seemed very very sound. The finder also happened to be a Vehicle Recovery bod' 
and offered to deliver it to me in Stockport.  I changed the destination by asking for it to be driven 
directly to the garage we use for all our servicing and repairs etc:   The lads at the garage were 
laughing their heads off – as they had SEEN the intimate state it was in before me......Woodworm 
by the million. A rats nest in the back seat. Two big holes in the sliding roof (a cat had fallen 
through????) and someone has nicked the weird petrol gauge, but all in all a superbly sound original
paint job, no serious rotting and as SOLID AS A ROCK......... But will it fly??????????? 
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